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Politics, Groups, and Identities, a peer-reviewed journal of the 
Western Political Science Association, features the best scholarship 
on social groups, exploring the politics of gender, race, ethnicity, 
religion, sexuality, class and other dimensions of identity and 
structural disadvantage. The journal publishes work across all 
subfields of political science, as well as the social sciences and 
humanities more generally. The journal publishes research on any 
country or region of the world, including work that is global or 
international in scope as well as work that is national or local, or 
examines connections between these levels.

Politics, Groups, and Identities is interdisciplinary in focus. The 
editors are open to a wide range of analytic approaches, including 
interpretive, ethnographic, historical, quantitative, and multi-method 
analyses, among others.

In addition to publishing original research articles, the editors invite 
proposals for integrative review essays or symposia on specific 
research areas. The editors also seek proposals to promote 
discussion among scholars on innovative topics or projects. These 
discussions might take several forms, including but not limited to (1) 
a set of pieces tackling a common question or debate, (2) a research 
article with several responses and a rejoinder, (3) “thought” pieces 
with responses from a variety of perspectives, and (4) research 
workshops in which novel methodologies or analytical approaches 
are presented and critiqued.
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Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4RN, UK 
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Call for PaPers
Politics, Groups, and Identities would like to invite new article submissions. 
The research should make a theoretical, methodological, or substantive 
contribution to the study of politics, groups, and identities. 

Papers should be submitted to the Editors at:  
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/pgi

•	 In addition to original research articles, the editors welcome proposals 
for integrative review essays; symposia on specific research areas; and 
dialogues among scholars on innovative topics or projects. 

•	Research articles are a maximum of 8750 words (approximately 25-35 
manuscript pages), including references and tables/figures. The length 
of review essays, symposia, and dialogue pieces are determined in 
consultation with the editors. 

•	References, citations, and manuscript format should follow APSA Style. 

Please visit the journal’s website for more information:  
www.tandfonline.com/rpgi 

Subscription options
 I would like to receive a free sample copy of Politics, Groups, and 

Identities Journal. (An online sample copy can also be viewed at the 
journal’s homepage www.tandfonline.com/rpgi )

 I would like to take out a subscription Politics, Groups, and Identities. 
Please contact me with more information. (Subscription prices and online 
subscription options can be found online at the journal’s homepage  
www.tandfonline.com/rpgi by clicking on the ‘Subscribe Online’ link).

My contact details are: 
(please write in block capitals) 

NAME: 

AddRESS: 

POST/ZIP COdE: 

EMAIL:

Find Routledge Politics 
and International Relations 
on Facebook and Twitter! 
Join our online community and you will get 
access to up-to-date information from the 
latest Routledge journals and ebooks, special 
offers, sample articles, call for papers, and 
forthcoming conferences and meetings. 

Facebook at:  
www.facebook.com/routledgepolitics 

Follow us on Twitter at:  
@Rout_PoliticsIR 

Alerting Services
Sign up for table of contents, new publication 
and citation alerting services for Politics, 
Groups and Identities today! 

Visit the journal homepage at  
www.tandfonline.com/rpgi and click on  
the “alert me” link under the journal cover.


